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Refusal Visa SOP Sample - Supply Chain Management 
 

To,  

The Visa Office 

Government of Canada  

Subject: Study Visa Permit Request  

 

Respect Sir/Madam, 

Introduction 

With utmost honour and esteemed respect, I introduce myself as <name>, an aspirant for Graduate Certificate in Supply 

Chain Management from Ontario College- Northern College (Pures Campus), scheduled from <date>, bearing passport 

number <passport no.>. To maintain a competitive edge in the marketplace, I believe that this two-year program will align 

with my previous experience and aid me in upskilling my learning and diverse aspects of the subject. Hence, to support my 

ventures and my inquisitiveness to gain elucidated knowledge, I am writing this application to the Government of Canada to 

grant me a study permit so that I can smoothly avail my upcoming ventures in the relevant field with advanced skills and 

desired knowledge. 

With a heavy heart, I shall also inform the officials that my Visa application was previously rejected on one of the significant 

grounds. Hence, I am putting this application to elucidate my case and justify my intent with a clearer vision. I shall further 

endorse this essay to re-submit the outline of my interests, achievements, and career plans, alongside attending to each aspect 

of my refusal with relevant justification.  

The refusal letter I received stated:  

“I am not satisfied that you will leave Canada at the end of your stay, as stipulated in subsection 216(1) of the IRPR, 

based on the purpose of your visit.” 

Reasons to Return to India 

1. Future Prospects in India- When it comes to enhancing my future endeavours, I believe that it is the small gains 

at each level that truly shape your significance in the worldwide arena, not a single instance. As a result, in order to 

improve my future employability prospects in India, I've decided to begin my career as an Operations Manager or 

Supply Chain Logistics in reputable companies such as Amazon, Walmart, Snapdeal, Flipkart, Unilever, Kimmel, 

L'Oreal, Coca-Cola, Mc Donald's, Prada, FedEx, HSBC, and others. According to online job portals and other 

sources, my education will enable me to find work in a wide range of fields, with a respectable yearly salary of 

approximately <amount>. This will be really beneficial to my professional as well as financial growth. I find 

myself in the positions of International Logistics Manager, Director of Supply Chain Operations, Purchasing 

Director, or Logistics Management Analyst in the above firms after obtaining 4-5 years of experience, and I can 

expect an annual salary of more than <amount>/yr. 

 

2. Family Ties and Responsibilities- My family has always been my backbone and has supported me in my 

academic and professional career. Shifting miles away to pursue the concerned course is a tough decision for me 

but for the sake of acquiring international aspects of the program, I decided to move miles apart from my parents. I 

strongly support the fact of my return to my hometown right after the completion of my studies in Canada. Being a 

responsible son to my parents, I have a responsibility to maintain and enhance the value of my family assets as 

well. Moreover, I am a joint owner of the millions worth of movable and immovable assets of my family back in 

India. Hence, I find myself the bearer of taking care of my parents emotionally and financially, keeping my studies 

in sync with my prior responsibilities. Thereby, I certainly believe that my return to India will have an important 

impact on my family and me. 

 

3. Cultural and Social Connectivity- I have always been involved in helping and supporting the underprivileged 

area of society in my hometown, Karnal. Being the face of the family, I have been doing all the social work on 

their behalf; thus, I find it a profound need for me to come back to India. Moreover, I am culturally attached to the 

Indian roots and have always been connected with the rituals and ceremonies of India, which feed my soul. Hence, 

post completing the degree, I would like to stay in India with my family and continue with my social 

establishments and concerns. 
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4. Marriage- As an Indian, my family strongly believes in the tradition of marrying an Indian woman, which directs 

my life path to expand my family by marrying in my homeland of India. Because my principles and morals are in 

line with Indian traditions, I am hesitant to marry an NRI or anybody other than my parent’s choice, which means I 

will be permanently relocating to India for the rest of my life. 

Academic and Professional Background 

I completed my 10th in <year> from the central board of secondary education with a <score> and my senior secondary in 

<year> with the same board. Interested in economics, market, consumers, production, etc. I opted for Bachelor of Arts 

Honours (Economic) from Manav Rachna International Institute of Research and Studies, which I completed in <year> with 

a CGPA of <score>. With my zeal for enhancing the growth trajectory of my professional career, I joined Sterile India Pvt 

Ltd. on <date> as a Trainee in the sales and Purchase Department and continued till <date>. Thereafter, I was appointed as 

an Executive in sales and purchase in the same company from 01-12-2020 to till date. During the course of my employment 

at this firm, I established and maintained cooperative relationships with representatives of the community, consumer, 

employee, or public interest groups; informed job applicants of details such as duties and responsibilities, compensation, 

benefits, schedules, working conditions, or promotion opportunities; compiled lists describing product or service offerings 

and trained new employees on accounting principles and company procedures. Upon researching about upskilling my 

current skills during the overall phase of working in the company, I got engrossed in the field of supply chain and hence 

directed my path to applying for the supply chain management course in Canada.  

Language Proficiency 

I have undergone a language proficiency test on <date> and have secured an overall 6.5 bands, which demonstrates my 

language efficiency. Sectional scores are as follows- 

 Listening-7.5,  

 Speaking-6.5 

 Reading-6.5 

 Writing-6.0. 

 

 

Purpose of Study 

The significance of my precursory academic and professional life can be highly amplified with the program of supply chain 

management offered by the Northern College. I certainly believe that this two-year certification program will embellish my 

professional career. The acquired skillsets from the course will influence my future endeavours into an incredibly favourable 

outcome. Following my work experience as an Executive in sales and purchase, I got the opportunity to work with the 

supply chain manager, the experience of which laid before me the practical layout of the significance of the 

course. Discerning the recognition and authority of a supply chain manager in the organization, I was influenced and 

motivated to pursue my further career in a similar field. At that time, I decided to learn more about this field and gain such 

expertise. For that, I need to have professional knowledge of this field. While researching, I found this unique Supply Chain 

Management course that will not only upgrade my present knowledge and skills but will also provide me with international 

level supply chain management skills, which are highly required from professionals to work on high profiles in top 

multinational companies. Hence, I decided to learn and enhance my expertise in the referred course. 

Furthermore, the course will assist me in upskilling my theoretical postulations as well as my practical industrial knowledge 

and concerns about the profile's essentials, which will direct my road to efficiently running my organization. As a result, I've 

decided to extend my horizons by enrolling in a structured curriculum that would prepare me to implement effective 

techniques in my business rather than following pre-determined patterns. 

Why Canada? 

After deciding on having an upskilled and wholesome knowledge of supply chain management, I started searching for the 

best countries to pursue the program. Canada enticed me after extensive investigation and comparison of course structures 

and living habits in various countries. Canada is known around the world for its high-quality education, lifestyle, and culture, 

which satisfies my curiosity. A degree from a Canadian university is regarded as a symbol of reliability and brilliance. My 

decision to go to a Canadian university is aided by the low university tuition fees. To become financially stronger, I am 

certain that Canada would be a perfect choice as it allows all international students to work up to 20 hours per week 

throughout their semesters and full-time during the summer and winter breaks.  

Why Northern College? 
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Northern College has partnered with Pures College of Technology to provide international students in Toronto with a high-

quality education and exceptional service. Northern College program at Pures provides a high-quality education while 

improving their practical skills. International students are welcomed by staff and professors, who provide exceptional student 

services to ensure that they have a positive academic experience. International students who live in Toronto have access to a 

wide range of job options and community support programs. 

Financial Plans 

 I belong to a well-settled and highly educated family. My father, Mr. <name>, is a joint commissioner in the income tax 

department, and my mother, Mrs. <name>, is a home tutor. My elder brother has completed his B.Tech, and now he is 

pursuing an LLB. My parents have agreed to fully support me in my decision by funding my education and living expenses 

in Canada. I am a joint honour of movable and immovable assets in India. 

Kindly note that I have already paid my one-year tuition fees of CAD 16,485 and have also purchased a GIC of CAD 

10,000 to cover my living expenses in Canada. 

Conclusion 

I take complete responsibility for all the above information and assure you that the provided information is in the best of my 

interest. I believe that my hold on the prior knowledge and aptitude required for the course makes me eligible for the visa 

grant. I hope that you consider my application for further procedures and help me in attaining my goals.  

Sincerely, 

<name> 


